Rationale: In patients with chronic heart failure, daytime oscillatory breathing at rest is associated with a high risk of mortality. Experimental evidence, including exaggerated ventilatory responses to CO 2 and prolonged circulation time, implicates the ventilatory control system and suggests feedback instability (loop gain . 1) is responsible. However, daytime oscillatory patterns often appear remarkably irregular versus classic instability (Cheyne-Stokes respiration), suggesting our mechanistic understanding is limited.
The presence of daytime ventilatory oscillations is a powerful prognostic indicator of mortality in patients with chronic heart failure, independent of ejection fraction and peak oxygen consumption (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , but the underlying pathogenesis remains unclear. The feedback system controlling ventilation is strongly implicated based on evidence that patients with oscillatory ventilation exhibit hypersensitive ventilatory chemoreflexes and increased circulatory delays (5, 7, 8) , and evidence that ventilatory oscillations are suppressed by interventions that improve stability (lowered loop gain), namely, reduced chemoreflex sensitivity, increased cardiac output, or clamped alveolar CO 2 levels (5, 9-13). These findings have led to the prevailing view that feedback instability is responsible (7, (13) (14) (15) (16) , rather than a central pacemaker (17, 18) . However, there is a broad spectrum of irregular oscillatory patterns observed in patients during wakefulness, many of which differ substantially from the remarkably consistent periodic cycles of apnea and the crescendo-decrescendo hyperpnea (Cheyne-Stokes respiration) that manifests during sleep and in computer models of feedback instability (16, 19) . Thus, an alternative explanation for daytime ventilatory oscillations is needed.
According to prevailing theory, a hypersensitive and delayed ventilatory feedback system will yield ventilatory oscillations when the critical tipping point for instability is exceeded (loop gain . 1), but when the system is fundamentally stable, oscillations should be damped away (loop gain , 1; see Figures E1 and E2 in the online supplement) (7, 14, 16, 20) . However, the instability theory has a critical weakness that precludes its general applicability: even stable feedback systems (loop gain ,1) manifest a resonance or "ringing" effect in which random biological disturbances (e.g., intrinsic neural variability, sighs, and behavioral effects) repeatedly disturb the feedback loop, promoting temporary overshoot and undershoot oscillations with imprecise timing and amplitude (21) (22) (23) (24) . We propose that this concept underlays the pathogenesis of daytime ventilatory oscillations in patients with heart failure.
Here we assess whether ventilatory oscillations that occur during wakefulness are the consequence of a resonance in the chemoreflex feedback loop regulating ventilation. First, we describe and illustrate the concept of resonance as applicable to ventilatory oscillations. Subsequently, we assess daytime ventilatory oscillations in patients with heart failure and control subjects to test the hypothesis that the oscillatory behavior depends precisely on the stability (loop gain) of the ventilatory chemoreflex system (see the Theory subsection of the Methods section). Concordance with theory is taken to support chemoreflex resonance as the mechanism responsible. Preliminary data have been presented in abstract form (25) .
Methods Theoretical Basis of Resonance
The concepts of loop gain (i.e., stability) and resonance are well established, but the concept that loop gain precisely determines the strength of the resonance and the ensuing oscillatory nature of breathing under normal (stable) conditions has not been detailed previously (see the online supplement for details).
The stability of the chemoreflex feedback loop is determined by its loop gain, which is the ratio of the compensatory ventilatory feedback response that opposes a ventilatory disturbance (see conceptual model, Figure 1A ). An isolated ventilatory disturbance provided to a stable system (loop gain = 0.8; Figure 1B ) yields a oscillatory ringing effect at a particular frequency before gradually damping out. Yet, an ongoing disturbance at this frequency (akin to a child being pushed on a swing) produces ventilatory fluctuations that are considerably larger than the disturbance itself ( Figure 1C) . The ease by which ventilation fluctuates as a result of a disturbance (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) is determined by loop gain according to:
where T defines the strength of the resonance and the strength of the ensuing oscillations. As loop gain rises toward 1 (i.e., the threshold for instability), feedback profoundly amplifies disturbances. For example, for a loop gain of 0.5, disturbances are doubled by the feedback system (T = 2); when loop gain is 0.8, disturbances are fivefold greater than they would be without feedback (T = 5; Figure 1C ). Simulated ventilatory oscillations. To illustrate the oscillatory characteristics that occur in the presence of spontaneous biological variations or "noise" (31), we examined a simple model system at various levels of loop gain (Figure 2 ). Note the distinct emergence of irregular oscillatory patterns ( Figure 2A ) that bear a remarkable resemblance to ventilatory patterns observed in patients with heart failure (13, 32, 33) and control subjects with experimentally raised loop gain (34) (see Results).
Importantly, we now recognize that as loop gain rises, a stronger resonance occurs that can be quantitatively identified as a stronger peak in the power spectrum of ventilation ( Figure 2B ), ultimately yielding larger and more regular oscillations.
Methodological Approach
Our primary objective was to test whether oscillatory strength, namely, amplitude relative to biological noise (i.e., T), is uniquely related to the loop gain of the ventilatory control system according to
At a Glance Commentary
Scientific Knowledge on the Subject: Oscillatory breathing during wakefulness predicts mortality in patients with heart failure, but the responsible mechanism is unclear. Associations with increased chemosensitivity and circulatory delay suggest instability of the chemoreflex feedback loop, but oscillatory patterns are often irregular, which illustrates that our knowledge is incomplete.
What This Study Adds to the Field: Our study provides the mechanism of daytime ventilatory oscillations in heart failure: ventilatory oscillations occur owing to a chemoreflex resonance or ringing effect, in which a reduced stability (increased loop gain)-due to increased chemosensitivity and delay-paradoxically enhances biological noise as it is propagated around the feedback loop, yielding stronger and more regular oscillations as stability is reduced. Our work may facilitate clinical measurement and interpretation of the oscillatory breathing that precedes sudden death in advanced heart failure. Equation 1. Loop gain was measured separately using dynamic inspired CO 2 (see the following) during wakefulness. We also assessed whether larger amplitude, more regular oscillations are associated with a higher loop gain, and whether the spectral profile of oscillations matches that expected of a resonance.
Participants
Twenty-five patients with an established clinical diagnosis of chronic heart failure (any left ventricular ejection fraction) and 25 control subjects without heart failure were studied. Participants attended as part of larger ongoing prospective studies investigating the stabilizing mechanisms of acetazolamide and oxygen and the causes of sleep apnea (interventions were not given before and/or during this study). Inclusion required the absence of severe comorbidities, including lung, kidney, and liver diseases. Participants taking medications that affected respiratory control (including opioids, benzodiazepines, barbiturates, acetazolamide, theophylline, indomethacin, pseudoephedrine) were excluded. Participants provided written informed consent, and approval was granted by the Partners' Institutional Review Board. Details are provided in the online supplement.
Procedure
Participants were examined by a physician before study procedures. Measurements were made in the morning ( Ventilation was recorded without interruption for 20 minutes to assess spontaneous ventilatory oscillations (see the following). Participants were subsequently connected to a nonrebreathing circuit for measurement of their chemoreflex stability (i.e., loop gain) using inspired CO 2 . For each procedure, a period of acclimation was provided to ensure ventilation and end-tidal PCO 2 settled to an equilibrium before proceeding. Signals were sampled at 125 Hz (Power 1401 and Spike2, Cambridge Electronic Design Limited, Cambridge, UK); breath-by-breath respiratory signals were resampled at 4 Hz for further analyses.
Ventilatory Oscillations
To quantify the oscillatory nature of ventilation during spontaneous breathing, we performed spectral analysis and fit a physiological equation that describes the spectral profile of a resonance ( Figure 2B ; one-compartment delayed feedback stimulated by noise; see the online supplement). This analysis revealed a single parameter, T, which is a measure of the oscillatory strength (amplitude/background noise) that is theoretically related to loop gain (Equation 1). The peak-to-peak amplitude and irregularity (interpeak interval SD) of ventilatory oscillations were also quantified (see the online supplement).
Chemoreflex Stability
Loop gain was quantified with dynamic inspired CO 2 stimulation using a modified method that used pulsatile CO 2 stimuli.
Seven percent-inspired CO 2 was administered for 0.5 minutes, every 3 minutes, for a total of 30 minutes (10 pulses), which has the equivalent effect of stimulating ventilation at five frequencies simultaneously (0.33, 0.67, 1, 1.33, and 1.67 cycles/min). Chemosensitivity (Dventilation/Dalveolar PCO 2 ), CO 2 damping or plant gain (Dalveolar PCO 2 /Dventilation), and accompanying delays were calculated at each frequency to determine loop gain (chemosensivity 3 plant gain; see the online supplement).
Statistics
Linear regression assessed the relationship between the oscillatory strength (T, spectral analysis) and the underlying loop gain (CO 2 stimulation). Oscillatory strength was first transformed (1 2 1/T, reflecting the estimated loop gain) before statistical analysis; transformed data became normally distributed, and correlations with putative physiological determinants became linear, as expected by theory. Fisher's F tests compared the resonance model of the power spectrum versus the biological noise model without resonance within individuals; a significant improvement over noise confirmed the presence of a resonance (i.e., T significantly . 1). Student's t tests compared variables between patients with heart failure and the control subjects; general linear models compared variables adjusted for age, sex, and body mass index (see the online supplement for matched comparisons). Determinants of loop gain, including chemoreflex sensitivity and delay, were quantified at a common frequency (1 cycle/min) for regression analyses; multiple regression results were summarized by presenting the improvement in the model r 2 with the inclusion of each determinant in a sequential manner (forward stepwise). Unless specified otherwise, loop gain refers to the value at the natural frequency. Statistical significance was accepted at P , 0.05. Measured in a subset of 5 of 26 control subjects (and all patients with heart failure). ‡ P , 0.001 patients with heart failure versus control subjects (Student's t test).
Results

Characteristics
Participant characteristics are detailed in Table 1 . The patients with heart failure exhibited a range of severities of left ventricular ejection fraction (ejection fraction range: 15-67%; two individuals had preserved ejection fraction). All patients with heart failure were on optimal medical therapy per the attending cardiologist.
Chemoreflex Stability
Assessment of chemoreflex feedback control of ventilation is detailed in Table 2 .
Patients with heart failure exhibited stable ventilatory control systems during wakefulness (loop gain range: 0.10-0.84) and exhibited a 71% higher loop gain than control subjects (P = 0.003, adjusted for age, sex, and body mass index).
Ventilatory Oscillations
Example traces. Ventilatory patterns during spontaneous breathing in five patients with heart failure are shown in Figure 3A . Note the profound, irregular oscillations bear a remarkable resemblance to the ventilatory oscillations emerging from feedback amplification of 1/f noise ( Figure 3A vs. Figure 2A) . Resonance model. The resonance model closely fit the measured spectral profile of ventilatory oscillations for each participant (see examples in Figure 3B and summary data in Table 3 ). The presence of a significant resonance was observed in 24 of 25 patients with heart failure and 18 of 25 control subjects (Fisher's F test, which compared resonance to biological noise without feedback). Participants without a significant resonance (ventilatory variability resembled noise) tended to have a lower loop gain (see the online supplement).
We observed a notable concordance between the oscillatory strength (T) seen using spectral analysis and the underlying loop gain taken from CO 2 stimulation ( Figure 4A ), as expected from theory (Equation 1). That is, the underlying loop gain accurately explains the oscillatory nature of ventilation. Importantly, this association enabled loop gain to be estimated accurately from spontaneous oscillations (estimated loop gain = 1 2 1/T) ( Figure 4A) .
Consistent with prediction, increasing loop gain was associated with oscillations that were larger ( Figure 4B ) and had less irregular timing (smaller SD of interpeak interval; Figure 4C ).
The period of spontaneous oscillations was also associated with the measured natural cycling period (1/[natural frequency] based on CO 2 stimulation, r = 0.75; P , 0.001) consistent with feedback resonance.
Determinants of Reduced Stability and Oscillations
Linear regression models included the four loop gain determinants shown in Table 2 .
Determinants of chemoreflex stability.
Across all participants, increased loop gain was explained by an increase in chemoreflex sensitivity (univariate r 2 = 0.42; P , 0.001), chemoreflex delay (univariate r 2 = 0.14; multiple regression Dr 2 = 0.24; P , 0.001), and plant gain (i.e., reduced lung volume; univariate r 2 , 0.01; multiple regression Dr 2 = 0.13; P , 0.001).
Determinants of ventilatory oscillations.
A stronger resonance (T, spectral analysis) was associated with increased chemoreflex sensitivity (univariate r 2 = 0.36; P , 0.001), plant gain (univariate r 2 , 0.01; multiple regression Dr 2 = 0.15; P , 0.001), and circulatory delay (univariate r 2 = 0.07; multiple regression Dr 2 = 0.14; P , 0.001). The presence and/or absence of heart failure explained a minor additional component (Dr 2 = 0.03; P , 0.001), which suggested that factors related to heart failure beyond the determinants reported had a minor independent impact. Oscillatory amplitude and irregularity were also explained by chemoreflex sensitivity and delays (see the online supplement).
Discussion
Our study elucidates the mechanism underlying daytime ventilatory oscillations, a key predictor of mortality in patients with heart failure (1-6). We found that reduced stability (increased loop gain)-consequent to increased chemosensitivity, delay, and plant gain-yields stronger oscillations precisely as expected based on the theoretical concept of resonance (Equation 1). Specifically, the chemoreflex feedback system regulating ventilation paradoxically enhances biological noise near the frequency of periodic breathing 
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to yield overshoot and undershoot ventilatory oscillations. These ventilatory oscillations in heart failure are typically irregular ( Figure 3A ) and conform to a model of feedback resonance in 96% of patients ( Figure 3B ). As loop gain rises toward 1, oscillations become larger and more regular (Figures 2 and 4) , yielding prominent periodic breathing despite being classed as a stable system according to classic criteria (loop gain , 1). In contrast to current understanding, the more extreme conditions of feedback instability are therefore not necessary for ventilatory oscillations to occur in heart failure (7, (13) (14) (15) (16) . Overall, our data are remarkably consistent with chemoreflex resonance as the predominant mechanism responsible. Our work therefore provides the field with a validated framework for interpreting and quantifying the broad range of oscillatory ventilatory behaviors seen commonly in patients with heart failure. 
Comparison with Available Evidence
By linking the clinical pattern of ventilatory oscillations to the function of the chemoreflex feedback system that regulates ventilation, we provide a unifying explanation for a host of previous empirical findings. Observational studies consistently demonstrate associations between daytime oscillatory breathing in heart failure and factors that promote a less stable feedback regulation of ventilation, namely, increased chemosensitivity and circulatory delay (7, 8, 12) . Interventions that diminish feedback act to suppress oscillations, which are seen as a reduced variability and the disappearance of a peak in the power spectrum of ventilation (5, 9-11, 13). In healthy individuals and animals breathing spontaneously, experimental studies have demonstrated associations between ventilatory fluctuations and previous swings in ventilation and PCO 2 , which are dependent on intact chemosensitivity (22, 26, 35) . Modeling studies have also suggested that a stronger chemoreflex response or higher loop gain yields quasioscillations in the presence of biological noise (24) , although a quantitative relationship between oscillatory behavior and reduced stability had not been proposed or tested experimentally until now. Taken together with the present study, the available evidence now overwhelmingly implicates chemoreflex feedback regulation in the ventilatory oscillations observed.
Physiological Insights
Several key insights can be drawn from our work: Based on the concept of resonance, some degree of ventilatory oscillations must occur as a necessary side effect of homeostatic regulation. Specifically, a greater chemoreflex sensitivity will more completely suppress a long-term or steady-state disturbance to ventilation (e.g., a change in respiratory mechanics or metabolic rate), but will yield a greater amplification of biological noise at its characteristic frequency (see Figure 2B ; also see the online supplement). The greater circulatory delay that occurs in heart failure will increase the amplification at the resonance, but it also moves the 
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resonance to a lower frequency where biological noise is greater.
Oscillations result from chemoreflex feedback across a stability-instability continuum. Individuals with very low loop gain (e.g., 0 , loop gain < 0.25) exhibit a pattern that resembles biological noise. Those with normal loop gain (0.25 , loop gain < 0.5) exhibit weak and irregular oscillations. Patients with elevated loop gain (0.5 , loop gain < 1) manifest stronger and more regular oscillations (Figure 3) . Finally, consistent periodic breathing occurs in the most extreme cases when the threshold for instability is breached (loop gain . 1).
When the loop gain is below 1, the magnitude of biological noise plays a key role in the pathogenesis of oscillatory breathing. For example, in Figures 2 and 3 , patients i and iii have quite similar loop gains, but patient i has twofold larger oscillations due to increased noise. Consequently, ventilatory fluctuations can be larger as a consequence of increased loop gain or increased noise. Thus, two distinct phenotypes of excessive ventilatory variability can be described: those driven largely by hypersensitive chemoreflex feedback (normal biological noise levels), and those with increased biological noise [i.e., ataxic opioid-induced ventilatory fluctuations (36) or ventilatory fluctuations in rapid-eye movement sleep (37) ].
The concept of resonance has important implications for periodic breathing during sleep, known as central sleep apnea, which is also a strong prognostic marker of mortality in heart failure (1). Although sleep diminishes chemosensitivity per se, ventilatory oscillations become even more prominent (9) . Key contributing factors include changes to state (sleep-wake transitions, arousals) and upper-airway patency (e.g., swings in dilator muscle tone) (38) . Insofar as arousals and changes to upper-airway patency are tied to PCO 2 , such effects effectively raise loop gain by exacerbating changes in ventilation per change in PCO 2 . However, to the extent that arousals and upper airway effects are random, they provide an additional source of biological variability that will act to promote oscillatory breathing with maximum impact in those with elevated loop gain. Diminishing these disturbances with hypnotics and/or continuous positive airway pressure can improve central sleep apnea (39) . Such disturbances may also explain residual events after loop gain is lowered to stable levels with intervention (40) .
The concept also has implications for obstructive sleep apnea, a condition characterized by irregular ventilatory oscillations due to a combination of increased upper airway collapsibility and reduced ventilatory stability (41) . Interestingly, reducing loop gain can improve obstructive sleep apnea severity even when the control system is strictly stable before intervention (41) , which is potentially due to damping of chemoreflex resonance effects.
Clinical Implications
In patients with heart failure, increased chemosensitivity and consequent ventilatory oscillations are harbingers of the neurohumoral derangement that ultimately predisposes to mortality (42, 43) . On this basis, a simple means to quantify reduced stability, as distinct from increased biological noise, may have clinical usefulness. Importantly, the present work enables a quantitative identification of the propensity to instability in individual patients from spontaneous breathing, without intervention. We and others have used spontaneous breathing to quantify stability (26, 41, 44, 45) , but the use of a single variable to estimate stability without intervention has not been validated to date. Our approach may help (1) recognize the predisposition to Cheyne-Stokes respiration during wakefulness or sleep, (2) provide a means to titrate medications or screen those at high risk of sudden cardiac death, and (3) assess the impact of novel therapies designed to reduce chemosensitivity. Further investigation is warranted.
Limitations
Detailed mechanisms. Our study does not attempt to elucidate the specific chemoreceptors responsible for the ventilatory oscillations observed. Peripheral and central chemoreceptor systems may both contribute to the dynamic response measured with CO 2 stimulation, although available evidence suggests an essential role for the carotid body chemoreceptors in the ventilatory oscillations and mortality in heart failure (46) (47) (48) (49) . Hypoxic chemosensitivity may also play a role (8) , so including it in a measure of loop gain may further improve the associations observed. We also did not seek to elucidate the main source of ventilatory noise. Sources may be either extrinsic (e.g., behavioral inputs, neural variability external to chemoreflex feedback) or intrinsic (e.g., neural variability at the level of respiratory pattern generator or within chemoreceptor circuits in the medulla). The precise details of ventilatory disturbances were not under investigation; the essential point is that biological variability acts to disturb ventilation across a broad frequency range in all individuals.
End-tidal PCO 2 as an estimate of alveolar and arterial PCO 2 . End-tidal PCO 2 is used ubiquitously in ventilatory control studies of patients with and without heart failure to reflect breath-to-breath changes to alveolar and arterial PCO 2 . Particular care was taken to ensure a sufficient plateau, such that end-tidal PCO 2 reflected alveolar levels (see the online supplement). Moreover, we excluded patients with lung disease; nonetheless, the difference between end-tidal and arterial PCO 2 may be considerable in some patients with heart failure (e.g., via subclinical pulmonary congestion). We note, however, that a constant discrepancy between these two variables will have no impact on the values of loop gain measured because this calculation depends on relative PCO 2 changes rather than the absolute value.
Nonlinearities. The resonance concept used here can be considered a linear simplification of more general nonlinear behavior. We note that spectral analysis of the oscillation traces revealed subtle higher harmonics at multiples of the natural frequency (i.e., not explained by the linear resonance model) in 3 of 25 patients with heart failure and 0 of 25 control subjects, which is consistent with the absence of nonlinear effects except in extreme cases (see patients ii and iv in Figure 3 ; note the smaller peaks not explained by the red model trace; see the online supplement).
Conclusions
Using a combination of mathematical modeling and direct measurement in patients with heart failure, our study demonstrates that daytime breathing oscillations in heart failure are readily explained by a potent resonance or ringing effect due to the chemoreflex feedback system regulating ventilation. Reduced stability-consequent to increased chemosensitivity and delay-leads to a greater amplification and propagation of biological noise around the feedback loop, yielding transient overshoot and undershoot oscillations that become profound as stability is reduced. We may now decipher oscillatory characteristics to more readily detect and interpret the otherwise covert increases in chemoreflex sensitivity that are known to occur with advanced heart failure and foretell mortality. n
